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Four slightly offbeat impressions of San Diego.
JUNIOR MISS

In search of an all-American Girl

BY JUDITH MOORE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT SNOWELL
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In search of an all-American Girl

The Juniors of this year's National Association of Junior Misses are not the typical pretty teenage girls. They are young women who have achieved something extraordinary in their lives. These girls are not just pretty; they are also intelligent, talented, and accomplished. They are the cream of the crop, the best of the best.

The JUNIOR MISS competition is not just about beauty; it's about character, accomplishment, and service. The girls are judged on their scholastic achievements, extracurricular activities, and community service. The winners are chosen based on their overall performance and potential to be an example for others.

The competition was held in a beautiful location, surrounded by the natural beauty of the area. The girls were dressed in their finest attire, and the atmosphere was one of excitement and anticipation.

The judges were impressed by the girls' poise, grace, and confidence. They were fascinated by their stories of success, and they were inspired by their dedication to their communities.

The winners received scholarships and other prizes, and they were honored for their achievements.

The JUNIOR MISS competition is a wonderful opportunity for these girls to showcase their talents and receive recognition for their hard work.

The JUNIOR MISS competition is a wonderful opportunity for these girls to showcase their talents and receive recognition for their hard work.
Boring museums

BY BRIA CANLEN

All good museums are interesting in their own way, but not all boring and lifeless. A lifeless museum is usually a dull and drab one. But this is not the case with the San Diego Natural History Museum. The museum features a huge collection of fossils, dinosaur bones, and other ancient artifacts. The exhibits are well-lit and the staff is knowledgeable and enthusiastic. The museum also offers a variety of educational programs and events for all ages.

Place: San Diego Natural History Museum
Address: 1788 El Prado, San Diego, CA 92101
Hours: 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM daily
Admission: Adults $14, Children (3-12) $10, Seniors (65+) $12

Custom Picture Framing Special
Frame any photo up to 8” x 10” for $14
Metal frame $29.95
Wood frame $39.95
Bernard Galleries
3301 Broadway, San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 233-3620
www.bernardgalleries.com

Introducing A New Angle On Saving Money.

At the Advantage we have a new angle that you’re going to love. And it’s very simple. When we make an extra special bag we pass the savings along to you with Advantage Bag, clearly marked throughout the store with our Check Symbol. It’s the easy way to spot a smart buy and we’re not talking about a few slightly reduced specials. Instead, we offer substantial savings on over 1,200 items everyday. In fact, no one in San Diego offers a wider selection of lower prices. So if you’re looking for a new way to save money, check out the Advantage.
Wish we were here

We were going to a restaurant on the beach that you had to take a boat to get to. But when we got there, we were on a boat that was going in circles. We had to walk down the street to get there. The people were really friendly.

Marge and I were out for a walk going for something on our own. The place had no name and we just went in. It was a very cool place. It was covered with blackboards. So we wandered in. At first we thought it was a coffee shop. But it was a restaurant. The owner was very friendly. The food was really good.

We were supposed to go to Mexico for the day, but the boat couldn’t leave because there was a flood in the area. So instead, we went to the beach. We got a seafood dish at a restaurant. It was really good.

I was really excited. I was so excited to go to the beach that I didn’t want to go home. We met up with some friends and we ended up going to a beach party. It was a lot of fun.

It was a really nice day. We went to the beach and had a good time. We rented some equipment and took some photos. It was a really nice day.
Offbeat Spots

By JEANINETTE DE WITZ

Photographs by Dave Jones

Dr. may continue to be classified the same, but he is learning a whole new role: that of a detective. His latest adventure began on a recent Monday night when he was called to investigate a suspicious package found outside a doctor's office.

The package, which was reported to be filled with mysterious dust, was found on the sidewalk near the office. Dr. immediately recognized it as a new form of threatening force, and he set out to unravel the mystery.

He quickly discovered that the dust had been dispersed by a new species of insects, which had hatched from a rare and dangerous egg. These insects had the ability to produce a powerful toxin that could cause severe health problems if ingested.

Dr. worked tirelessly to contain the insects and find a way to neutralize the toxin. He also contacted local experts to learn more about the insects and their behavior.

In the end, Dr. was able to save the day by developing a new medication that could neutralize the toxin. The insects were eventually captured and destroyed, and the area was declared safe.

This latest adventure has only served to further Dr.'s determination to protect his patients and the community. He continues to study new threats and work tirelessly to find solutions. His dedication is an inspiration to us all.

So the next time you see Dr. in his lab coat, be sure to give him a wave and a thank you. And remember: sometimes the most unique challenges can lead to the greatest discoveries.

**MEMORIAL DAY SALE**

4 DAYS ONLY FRI-SAT-SUN-MON.

ALL SWIMWEAR 20% OFF
10%-50% savings on every item in stock

**SPIRITED SUMMER SAVINGS!**

$399 BATTLES & LIGHTS Wine cooler, 4-pk

$399 COKE/COLA-PACK PRODUCTS 4-pk, 25¢ cans

$549 BUDWEISER/BUD LIGHT SUITE HOME White porcelain, 750 ml.
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TRUE STORY

Kippisch' speakers weren't the first I owned. Fact is, I had another 'highly touted' brand and thought they were wonderful. Those speakers were almost new when a friend came to live with me for a few days between apartments. He put all his furniture in storage, but brought his Kippisch FORTE's with him and hooked them up next to my speakers. I was made for the duel and confident my speakers would win. On the very first CD, the FORTE's made it clear that I'd been missing a lot in my music. They delivered so much more detail and articulation. So much more dynamic range. The sound was awe-inspiring. As soon as my friend moved on, I sold my speakers and bought a new pair of FORTE's. I was pleasantly surprised at the price. I could have bought them to begin with and saved some money. I think FORTE's are just great. No component in my system, not even my CD player ever made such a wild difference. Music never sounded so good to me.

Step into Brierie Sound Center and audition the Kippisch Forte's, $1,199.95 to walk in and out at a reasonable cost.

brierie sound center
305 F (Chapel Hill Mall, 495-3600) 905 E. Market St. (close to the center of Raleigh)

FINE ART + CUSTOM FRAMING + ART POSTERS & PRINTS

Your Summer Sports Store

SPECIALIZING IN:
WATERSPORTS
WATERSKIS
SPORTSWEAR
SPORTSWEAR
SPORTSWEAR

This Week's Special: Ceramic Mach I Waterskis with Adjustable Bindings

Reg. 295.00

149.99

At Pat's Ski & Sport Shop

44 Year Experience
Corot’s Light

The title of the piece is "Corot’s Light," and the image features a painting of a woman sitting in a chair, with the sun shining through a window, casting light onto her face.

Corot, one of the greatest landscape painters of the 19th century, is known for his love of natural light and his ability to capture the atmosphere of a scene. This painting is a beautiful example of his work, with the warm, golden light bathed in the sun. The way the light filters through the window and illuminates her face creates a peaceful and serene mood.

The background of the painting is a simple, yet effective depiction of a room, with a window at the center. The window is open, allowing the light to pour in, highlighting the subject. The colors used are also very soft and natural, with a palette of soft greens, blues, and browns.

Overall, the painting is a beautiful representation of Corot’s talent for capturing the essence of a moment, and his ability to use light and color to create a sense of peace and tranquility.
The House of the Poor: The House of the Poor is a place where people can have a meal. There are many people who come to the House of the Poor to eat and to feel a sense of community. The food is simple and hearty, and it is served with love. The volunteers at the House of the Poor work hard to make sure that everyone who comes is treated with respect and kindness. It is a place where people can come together to share a meal and to feel connected to each other.

Dining Room: The Dining Room is the heart of the House of the Poor. It is a large, open space where people can sit and enjoy their meals in the company of others. The tables are set with simple, reusable dishes and cutlery, and there is a big pot of soup that is always available. The volunteers make sure that everyone gets a chance to serve themselves and that the food is served quickly and efficiently.

Kitchen: The Kitchen is where the magic happens. The volunteers work hard to prepare the meals that will be served in the Dining Room. They work in shifts, and each shift is responsible for preparing a different meal. The kitchen is well-stocked with ingredients, and the volunteers are creative and skilled in the kitchen.

Office: The Office is where the administrative work of the House of the Poor is done. The volunteers keep track of the meals that are served, the donations that come in, and the people who come to eat. They also coordinate the volunteers and make sure that the space is clean and ready for the next day.

Barn: The Barn is a large, open area that is used for events and gatherings. It is a place where people can come together to celebrate and to share in the community. The Barn is also used for fundraising events, and the volunteers work hard to make sure that these events are successful.

Outdoors: The Outdoors area is a place where people can come to relax and enjoy the beauty of nature. There is a large garden that the volunteers tend to, and there are also areas for people to sit and enjoy the fresh air. The Outdoors area is a place where people can come to feel connected to the land and to the community.
Table Scraps

It affords you plenty of time to wish that there were an accepted format for cinematic works shorter than feature-length.

DUNCAN SHEPHERD

Actor's Arts, a film from the Comet Entertainment Group, was one of two picture premieres presented at the recent annual meeting of film society directors from across the country. For many years, the annual meeting has served as an opportunity for film society directors to discuss issues affecting the community cinema and to network with colleagues from other film societies.

The film, which was released in late 2023, received critical acclaim for its engaging storyline and well-developed characters. It tells the story of a group of young friends who come together to create a community cinema in a small town and face various challenges along the way. The film was produced by a team of experienced filmmakers and features a talented cast of actors.

Actor's Arts has already received several awards, including Best Director and Best Supporting Actress at the annual film festival in New York City. The film is scheduled for a limited release in select theaters in early 2024, and it is expected to receive a wider release later in the year.

For more information about Actor's Arts, including the cast and crew, visit the film's official website at www.actorsarts.com. To learn more about the annual film festival, visit www.filmmakersfestival.com.
50% Off
Turntec Shoes

Anatomically Designed Turntec Shoes are Built on a Last that Duplicates the Shape of your Foot. So when you play, a Turntec literally cradles your foot, holding it right where the cushioning and your own natural padding will absorb the most impact. Which translates to a lot more comfort for the rest of your body!

La Costa
Women's tennis shoe with full grain leather upper and inlay porolyurethane sole
Reg. 34.95 14.99

Barcelona
Men's tennis shoe with full grain leather upper and inlay polyurethane sole
Reg. 34.95 14.99

La Jolla
Women's tennis shoe with wide pointy leather upper and inlay polyurethane sole
Reg. 38.95 19.99

Save Up To 50% Off Selected Tennis Items!

pat's ski & sport shop

Discount party supplies for holidays, birthdays, weddings, etc.

Balloons
$2.00 off Balloon bouquets (5 balloons, special buyer)

Party World

Wholesale Designer Sofas/Chairs

10% Off YOUR TOTAL PURCHASE (excluding certain brands)

INSULIN Lente 100 U/mL
Reg. $33.99 $28.99

CIGARETTES
St. George, 100s $9.89 carton

FASHION SUNGLASSES
Men's and ladies' 50% OFF

A NEW CONCEPT IN WORD PROCESSING UNFOLDS...

SMITH CORONAS

AMERICAN BUSINESS CO

1175

GAMMA GAMMA
EVENTS THEATER MUSIC & FILM

The Huebler Concept

By John Lum

The Huebler Concept, an exhibition of works by the American artist Robert Huebler, is on view at the San Diego Museum of Art through July 25. A contemporary of Joseph Kosuth and other representatives of the Conceptual Art movement, Huebler has created a series of temporary installations that deal with the inherent limitations of art materials and the nature of perception. The installations are made of everyday objects such as wood, wire, and string, arranged in a way that challenges the viewer's ability to perceive the work as a whole. The installations include a series of sculptures, a video installation, and a series of drawings that explore the relationship between the viewer and the artwork. The exhibition is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and admission is free.

This Championship Season

By John Lum

The San Diego State University basketball team entered the NCAA tournament as a No. 12 seed, but with a 28-3 record, they were confident they could make a deep run. The Aztecs faced off against a team from a lower seed in the first round, and despite a strong performance, they came up short. However, they were back in the tournament the next year and managed to win their first game, advancing to the Sweet 16. The following year, they were back again, and this time they were able to win their second straight tournament game, advancing to the Final Four. Despite losing in the national championship game, the team was proud of their accomplishments and the experiences they had gained. The championship season was a defining moment for the team, and they were determined to continue to compete at the highest level.
ADULT CHILDREN
OF ALCOHOLICS & CO-DEPENDENTS

"Tales of the Budweiser" by L. R. Solberg

Author of The Adult Children of Alcoholics Syndrome - From Tragedy to Recovery

Saturday, May 28, 8:00 am-5:00 pm

Sponsored by The Bag 1313 13th Ave San Diego

For registration & information call 1-800-527-7278

MESA COLLEGE CONCERT CHOIR
MESA COLLEGE VOCAL ENSEMBLE
FRIDAY, JUNE 3, 8:00 PM

Palomar College Performing Arts Center, S.D.

(c)zM 193 130 Park Blvd. & Road, North Park
For more information 980-2801

BUCK'S TICKETS

THE BEST SEATS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

PADRES '88
LINDA RONSTADT • JOHN COUGAR
JETHRO TULL • AC/DC
IRON MAIDEN • GUNS & ROSES
DAVID LEE ROTH!
WHITE SHARK • GREAT WHITE
BUFFET • BILLY OCEAN
STING S.D. • BOB DYLAN
GEORGE • MONSTERS OF
MICHAEL ROCK

2 X 1 BEER NIGHTLY

MAY 28 1988

MUSIC

2 FOR 1 DRINKS

Join us in Tijuana every Wednesday at 2 For 1 Drinks at the Magik Bookstore

Workshops

- "Winning the Lottery and Beat the Odds" by T. J. B. Woods and M. P. Parker

- "The Marketing of Magic" by K. E. Miller

- "High Tech Magic" by J. A. Johnson

- "The Magik Bookstore" by K. E. Miller

- "The Magical Identity of the Magician" by J. A. Johnson

THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 8:00 PM

ESCAPE TO THE BEACH

ROBARTO - MEXICO

$15 MINI VACATION

FALL FOR TWO

with complimentary margaritas

HURRY!

ULTIMATE EXCURSION'S DINER PACKAGE SPECIAL

Enjoy an gourmet dinner at The Beach Bar & Grill overlooking the Pacific Ocean. This package includes two round-trip tickets, a bottle of wine, and a complimentary bottle of margaritas. The perfect way to end your day at the beach. Reserve now for your next vacation in Rosarito, Mexico. Call us today at 586-1948.

COLONIAL INN
Get your hands on a 21st Century Masterpiece.

MERRILL LYNCH REALTY - LA JOLLA
FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS

AND FOOD FAIRE

Utensils, tools, and the like may be purchased at the Fair's many craft booths.

Saturday, June 4 - 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday, June 5 - 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

SPECIAL
Photography is allowed. Only the professional photography of Richard Frank and John D. Bolin. See your guide for details.

FOR KIDS

HAPPY HOUR
DIRTY DANCING

Regina Belle Live in Concert

BEACH SERVICE

ON SALE NOW!

MAKE THE CONNECTION!!

976-9955

GORDON JUMP

GORDON JUMP

HOW TO GET INTO TV COMMERCIALS-VOICE-OVER

1-800-219-8800

1-800-219-8800

CONCERTS & SPORTS

GEORGE MICHAEL
MICHAIL JACOBS
DAVID LEE ROTH + MONSTER ROCK

HORSEBACK RIDING

IN THE BEAUTIFUL COASTAL VILLAGES

OKU ONOBA

AND THE AK7 BAND

JAN IRS

AND MORE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 800-219-8800

AT THE BEACH SERVICE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 800-219-8800

CONCERTS & SPORTS

MURRAY'S

ALL EVENTS WORLDWIDE

BEACH SERVICE

CONCERTS & SPORTS

BEACH SERVICE
Reasons to listen.

KIFM 98.1
JUNE SIZZLES UNDER THE STARS
1st San Diego appearance in 2 years
EARL KLUGH
Wednesday & Thursday, June 1 & 2

Tower Records Video
THE FALL and LUXURIA
ON SALE NOW
LP & CASSETTE COMPACT DISC

6.99 12.99

Luxuria

FEATURING HOWARD DEVOTO

"TALL SONGS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN WRACKED BY AN INTIMIDATING AND UNCONTROLLABLE SENSE OF EXTREMITY"

HUMOROUSLY DRAWS FROM THE BLUES, THE MAN BEHIND THE MAGAZINE...
"HOWARD DEVOTO IS THE MOST IMPORTANT MAN ALIVE." — NICE
"JUST SKIN I AM SOME KIND OF MAN." — HOWARD DEVOTO

Dr. Feelgood & The Interns Of Love

OLD DEL MAR CAFE

1:00 - 9:00 PM
Mon. - Sat. 11:30 - 2:00

MESSANGER

THURSDAY - TUESDAY

JINNA WILLIAMS

GREG GLOVER

BILL NULLEN

Check Suede - Montgomery, Poppin, Poppin
The Montana's, Vics, 1150 Fourth Ave., 1150 Fourth Ave.,
503-476-9424, 503-476-9424

TIO LEO'S

NAPA - MARINA

Cafe No. 71, 1136 E. 6th St., 503-672-0727

JOE KICKS

FLIGHT 7

DR. CHICO'S ISLAND SOUND

MIGHTY PENGUINS

EDDY RABBITT

First time in America
BASIA
Wednesday, June 29

"Don't You Know Your Brown Eyed Girl"
CRYSTAL GAYLE
Wednesday, June 25

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY, 7 & 9 PM - ALL AGES WELCOME - DINNER SHOW PACKAGE AVAILABLE - HUMPHREY'S INDOOR JAZZ

MARK LESSMAN BAND
MIXED DRINK SPECIALS - MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

THE FALL EXPERIENCE

FLY ME TO THE MOON AND THE BEE GEES EXPERIMENT

OPENS AND CLOSES AT 10:00 PM - BAR OPEN UNTIL 2:00 AM

PRIMA DINNER $5.99

HUMPHREY'S CONCERTS BY THE SEA

The Clutters

The Old Pacific Beach Cafe
4197 Mission Boulevard Pacific Beach, 232-3323

CLUBS

North County
South Bay
Central Oregon

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT HUMPHREY'S CONCERTS LOBBY AND PHONES 476-9101 - 21 YEARS OR OLDER REQUIRED - NO ADAMS-OPPOSING TOOLS, NO VIDEO, NO CAMERAS ALLOWED - NO REPRODUCTION OF MATERIALS WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION - ALL SALES FINAL - NO REFUNDS - NO EXCHANGES - BOX OFFICE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRIDAYS - SATURDAYS
OPEN MIC SHOWS - 8:00 PM

FREE DRINK ROUNDS - 9:30 PM

NO ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR ON THE PREMISES

RICH QUINN, PRODUCER "ATTENTION ALCOHOLIC DRINKERS - THEY CAN'T TOUCH THE BROKEN GLASS. IT'S A SCREW UP!"
90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH
GAL
Watch us grow!

ELECTRIC GUITARS
Strat copy............ From $129
American standard Strat $999... $349
Strat Plus, Left $459... $549
Gibson Explorer... $249
Dickies 621-02... In stock.

REPAIR PARTS
Fender 57 & 60 Vintage pickups. Lace
antennas, SAG selects and KNU in stock.
Switchcraft parts, speaker grills, amp corners,
common, racks, etc. you name it.

AMPLIFIER HEAVEN
Gorilla... $49
Fender Speaker 15... $50
Rage by Prey... $59
Audition Chromo Tre Stereo... $125
Fender Champ 12... $125
Backstage 30... $125
Studio Pro 60... $250
Bandit 75... $229

VIMs ARE HERE
Shure watc the search is over.
VIM 61 wages tube power $345
VIM 120 wages tube power $649
Used by Adrian VanDenburg of Whitesnake

SHURE MICS
Prologens... From $19
SM 57... $119
SM 58... $129

EFFECTS
Choose from 10 different name-brand
distortions starting at $25. No foot
distortions.

DADDY'S STRINGS
$4.99

VIDEO RENTALS
$2 A DAY

RENTAL RATES:
C NSRange into $25

JAM NIGHT AT RIO'S
SMOKEHOUSE & C.Y.A.
Monday, May 30

Sponsored by
A1 Musical Federal Service

4780 A1 Mission Cove Place
East Mission Valley
529-0311
Visa, MasterCard, American Express

DAN
FOGELBERG
W/ SPECIAL GUESTS
THE MAGICAL STRINGS
TUESDAY, JUNE 7 8:00 PM

Sea World
1-800-NAUTLUS
3713 Mission Center Blvd., Mission Valley 294-1164
Where the Fun Starts!  
Welcome back!

HARVEY
& 22ND
STREET JIVE  
Playing 3rd, 4th, Swing, Mix, rock and country  
Fri. and Sat. 9 pm to 1 am  
Theme: 8 pm to 12 am  
SECRET  
Throughout the summer  
SUNDAY JAZZ IN THE BAR & PATIO  
7:00 pm to 11:00 pm  
Café menu available  
Fat City/China Camp  
2837 Pacific Highway, San Diego  
223-0640 or 223-1747  

LIVE MUSIC
Most Valuable Players  
Sunday & Monday, May 25-26  
Shakers  
Monday-Friday the finest  
seafood Happy Hour in San Diego  
Anthony's Harborside  

COPPERMINE
Night Club CANTINA  
997 Vista Del Mar, Del Mar  
Mention this ad and get in FREE Fri. & Sat. nights before 10 PM  

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday  

BRUNCH ON THE BAY  
Sundays 11:00 am to 2:00 pm  
Includes a comprehensive salad buffet and pasta  

COMING ATTRACTIONS  
SUGS BROTHERS  
June 3-11  

MEAT & THE EDGE  
June 4-13 & June 15-22  

HAPPY HOUR  
Monday-Wednesday  
75¢ MARGARITAS  
$1.00 DRAFT  
HER BOSS OWNS IT  
ALL BAR PRICES REDUCED  

Club Diego’s  
PACIFIC BEACH • 860 GARNET AVE • 239-1241  
91X BIG DOGS/COCKTAIL  
COPPERMINE NIGHT  
Mary Corman will be giving away P.K. bars, tokens and clothing courtesy of Big Dogs & 91X. Limited Coppermine Bar Crawler with prizes to win. Diego's is the official party headquarters for the Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby premiere!  

Monday, May 25  
“NAME YOUR DRINK NIGHT”  
All beer, wine, and all drinks  
$1.25  

TUESDAY, MAY 26  
$1.00 MARGARITAS  
ALL DAY—ALL NIGHT  

GO TACO LOCO
Join our Taco Eating Contest during our  
Fat Tuesday in the Cantina, Wednesday through Friday 4-7 pm  
Games • Prizes • Outdoor patio barbecue  
$1.50 margaritas • Free Mexican munchies  

GARCIA'S  
MEDICIAN RESTAURANT & CANTINA • 2306 Oasis Ave. Boulevard 220-0406  
Enter at Ocean Beach Blvd. to Restaurant
Keep your ears tuned to FM 104 KJOY and you may win a trip for 4 to Walt Disney World in Florida!

To celebrate Mickey’s 60th birthday, Walt Disney World, along with FM 104 KJOY, will be giving away all-expense paid vacations for 4 to fabulous Walt Disney World in Florida, via Delta Airlines, the official airline of Walt Disney World. With the dazzling nighttime extravaganzas of Illuminations in EPCOT Center, and the celebration of Mickey’s Birthday-land in the Magic Kingdom, there’s more fun, excitement and entertainment than ever before. And don’t forget that there’s golf, swimming, boating, hiking, tennis and dancing. In addition to the many other wonderful attractions and activities you’ll find there. KJOY will be announcing a winner a day for three weeks beginning May 16th, through June 3rd. Entry forms are available at these participating sponsors’ locations: all San Diego County Lincoln-Mercury Dealers, all Cellular Phone Centers, all Bennett’s Appliance Centers, and Rock International. So stay tuned to KJOY, because each weekday at 7:45 a.m., Rich Baraas will announce details on how you could be a winner. Mickey says it won’t be a party without you!

FM 104 KJOY. MORE REFRESHING MUSIC.
Injured? Remember This Ad

Once upon a time, in a land far, far away, there was a place called Reflections. It was a land of reflection and growth, where people went to heal and find their true selves. In this land, a wise old sage named Dr. Face It taught his students the art of natural skin therapy. He showed them how to replace chemical peeling in most cases, and thus protected their skin from the harsh elements of the outside world. His students learned how to apply this knowledge to their own bodies, and passed it on to future generations.

One day, a group of young heroes came to Reflections. They were on a mission to save the land from the evil forces of neglect and carelessness. With the guidance of Dr. Face It, they learned how to use natural skin therapy to protect their skin from the harmful effects of the outside world. They became the defenders of Reflections, using their knowledge to help others in need.

As they journeyed through the land, they encountered many challenges. But with the help of Dr. Face It and their own innate strength, they overcame them all. And so, the land of Reflections was saved, and its people lived happily ever after.

Footnotes:

1. The story is a metaphor for the importance of natural skin therapy.
2. The wise old sage Dr. Face It is a fictional character.
3. The heroes are a group of people who learn from Dr. Face It.
4. The land of Reflections is a metaphor for the human body.

---

**Bullfrogs**

**Party At The Beach Memorial Day Weekend! Live Rock Through Summer**

**Evenstar**

Sunday and Wednesday
S Pittin Image

---

**Live Rock 'N' Roll**

Thurs, May 11, 8:30pm YANSWORTH
Fri, May 12, 8:30pm YANSWORTH
Sat, May 13, 8:30pm YANSWORTH
Sun, May 14, 8:30pm YANSWORTH

**HAPPY HOURS: Mon-Fri, 4-7pm, YANSWORTH**

---

**FORWARD MOTION**

Thursday, May 24-Saturday, May 26

---

**The Escape**

Call Embassy, 951-252-9999

**The Islands**

Bonsai Delight 2300 Hotel Circle North, Mission Valley • 251-1050

**Diego's**

Jolana Beach • 6955 S. HOPY, OTT • 755-4913

Open: Thursday-Friday-Saturday-Sunday
8:30 pm-3:30 am
Friday & Saturday
NO COVER Before 9:30
DRINK SPECIALS NIGHTLY

Revolved specials announced by
our DJ on the house
Diego's cafe open Thursday through Sunday
509 pm-10:30 pm

---

**Monks**

Hob's San Diego Mission Rd. (3 blocks east of the convention) • 561-2000

---

**Ruthie & the Cruisers**

Free parking • No cover
Sheraton—Harbor Island East
13th Harborside Drive, San Diego
May 26-June 1

**GUNS 'N' ROSES**

is coming! Are you ready?

**T-SHIRTS $6.99**

(Play up to $7.00 at the concert, if they have 'em)
- 2 designs: Album cover & group picture
- Screened, top quality, U.S. made, black cotton

**ALL GUNS 'N' ROSES ITEMS ON SALE!**

- Back patches $5.99
- Posters $3.25
- Buttons 50¢

Just try to find this stuff at any price somewhere else!

Free lecture Tuesday, May 31, 9:00 pm
"SEX, DRUGS, AND THE RIGHT TO ROCK!"

Upcoming acts: Jon Mestler, David Lee Roth, AC/DC, White Lion, Whitesnake...

**MUSICADE**

370 Rosecrans at Sports Arena Blvd, in Greenhouse Square Shopping Center • Mon-Thurs, 10:45, Fri-Sun: 10:45-12:50

**Moosehead Light sails into San Diego**

Imported Moosehead.
Stands head and antlers above the rest.
Beware for Moosehead. When you drink, don't drive.

One Superb Performance After Another

The Performance
Jaguar Hour

The Finest in English Classics
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
on
94.1 KFSD-FM
sponsored by
PERFORMANCE
JAGUAR

There is a difference
KFSD-FM 94.1
CLASSICAL MUSIC FOR SAN DIEGO

**WHEREHOUSE**

**ONE DAY CASSETTE SALE!**

**MAY 30TH!**
Receive a free calculator just for looking at our new copiers this month.*

*Come and see a ten-minute demonstration of our Minolta copiers and receive a pocket-size calculator free!

The 570Z copier handles both sides of every story... automatically

The automatic copier feature:
- Fully automatic two-sided copying at the push of a button.
- Edge-to-edge copying produces true reproduction quality.
- Extra ability lets you reproduce even up to 1,000 copies in five different sizes.

The world's first single-step two-color copier

The Minolta 400Z
- Patented single-step process makes two-color copying quick and easy. Because, unlike other two-color copiers, the only step is the original stage.
- A choice of red, green, blue or yellow.
- You machine can grow as you do with available automatic document feeding, two-page copying, 2,000 sheet cassettes and more.

Call today for a free no obligation demo at 535-0400
SERVICES

50% OFF HIGHLIGHTS COLORS PERMS CUTS

DIETS DON'T WORK
The Way We Care Is
The Way It Ought To Be
GATEWAY WEIGHT LOSS CENTER
2910 Palm Ave., El Paso, TX 79901
(915) 533-1213

We'll solve your legal problems NOW
• DIVORCE from $125*
• BANKRUPTCY from $275*
• DRUNK DRIVING from $425*

*These do not include court costs

Attorneys at Law
3201 Apache St., El Paso, TX 79906
(915) 545-8858

RETI-N-A
Available without prescription

$50 MONO $50

Have you had mononucleosis within the last month? If so, your plasma could make a valuable contribution to research and earn you $50 at the same time.

Additional details, call Ms. Vauter at Essential Biologics, 226-1733.

SERVICES

EXTREME SPECIAL

ACRYLICS $2.95

EXTRAORDINARY SPECIAL

TRANSFER YOUR FILM TO VIDEO TAPE
We transfer your home movies and slides to color or black & white VHS tape, 8 mm tape, or video tape cassette

VHS EDITING STUDIO
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
PERFECT IMAGE VIDEO
202-0612

1500 N. Zaragoza Rd., El Paso, TX 79902
(915) 545-8395

EXTRAORDINARY SPECIAL

1500 N. Zaragoza Rd., El Paso, TX 79902
(915) 545-8395

JENNIFER
 оформление прически для мужчин и женщин

501 Main St., El Paso, TX 79901
(915) 545-8858

FEMININE FOCUS PHOTOGRAPHY

Photographer specializing in intimate romantic portraits elegantly photographed by a woman

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
OUR ANNUAL "FATHER'S DAY" SPECIAL

• House photo session
• Choice of 10x13 or 8x10
• Hair styling
• Plus only $30 (reg. $50)
• Limited makeup artist available 9:30 (reg. 9 a.m.)

CALL NOW FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
534-6209 • El Paso

MORNING SPECIAL

• 9-11 a.m.
• Choice of 8x10 or 8x12
• Hair styling
• Plus only $30 (reg. $50)

CALL NOW FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
534-6209 • El Paso
FIVE BARGAIN DAYS TO STOCK UP FOR SUMMER

ROBET'S WILL BE OPEN THIS THURS. THRU SUN. AND MON. MAY 20, MEMORIAL DAY, TOO.


7 am-3 pm • 226-0160 24 hr.

GET IN SHAPE!
Striding (fitness walking) is the newest form of fun exercise. Warmup, conditioning exercises, striding technique, progress charted, body fat and blood pressure pre and post testing.

6 week session. June 14-Aug. 4 Tues-Thurs. 6:30 pm (Final Info. June 14th). 837-6860

Free class by Kelly Sullivan Personal Fitness Trainer (A.A. in Phys. Ed., M.A. in Health in Program)
For more information 637-6860

THE SPORTS PAGE MEMORIAL DAY SALE

50% off all highlights and perms

THE SPORTS PAGE

GET IN SHAPE! Striding (fitness walking) is the newest form of fun exercise. Warmup, conditioning exercises, striding technique, progress charted, body fat and blood pressure pre and post testing.

6 week session, June 14-Aug. 4 Tues-Thurs. 6:30 pm (Final Info. June 14th). 837-6860

Free class by Kelly Sullivan Personal Fitness Trainer (A.A. in Phys. Ed., M.A. in Health in Program)
For more information 637-6860
MOUNTAIN BIKES!
Over 150 mountain bikes in stock

SPECIALIZED SALE!
- Hardrock $379.99, now $339.99
- Rockhopper $459.99, now $434.99
- Rockhopper Comp $620.99, now $599.99
- Fisher • Ritchey • Specialized • GT • Schwinn • Univega • Diamond Back

Complete selection of off-road components and apparel

FUJI SALE EXTENDED!!
TIARA 12 sp. racing bicycle Shimano 5350 shiftig
Reg. $589.95, now $399.95

CLUB 16 sp. racing bicycle Shimano 5350 shiftig
Reg. $350.95, now $299.95

SUNDANCE 18 sp. mountain bike w/ Sun Tour XCD rigid frame, reg. $560.95, now $368.95

Save 25% on everything through June 7

ALL 1988 FUJI BICYCLES ON SALE through June 7

Lose 6 Inches Guaranteed
30 Tan Days
$39* (first session)

* Size and shape • Lasting results, cut a temporary water tight program • Reduce unwanted fat • No rigorous exercises or dietary data

European Body Wrap Centers at
Pasadena, San 4 • Lake & Coast
California's largest tanning & body wrap company

Memorial Week-end
Bianchi Factory Authorized Pre-88 Sale

New management

Stock Close-out
Selling some Bianchi Bikes

Exclusive Factory Discounts

Want to see weekly specials
To reserve the bike you want

Bonita Bicycles' 315-3491

Don't let the savings pass you by at the
10th Anniversary Sale
May 27 thru May 30
Fri: 10-7, Sat: 10-5, Sun: 10-4, Mon: 10-7

Save 25%

YAKIMA
RACKS

AVOCET
COMPUTER
SAVE $10.00
REG. $36.95
$26.95

LOOK
SPORT PEDALS
SAVE 25%
REG. $89.95
$69.95

WIN-A pair of NEW
LOOK SPORT PEDALS VALUED AT $100 FREE DRAWING

CENTURION
Accordo
SAVE $30.00
REG. $339.00
$309

ADAMS AVENUE
BICYCLES
3328 Adams Avenue
San Diego, CA 92116
(619) 281-3103

NEW STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri.: 11-7, Sat.: 10-5, Sun.: 10-4
Traditional Mexican & American Sunday Brunch
$9.95
Includes complimentary glass of champagne
10 am - 2 pm
Enjoy Chef Raul's fabulous selection that will surprise & delight you only at

Cafe Del Mar

Sports Areas at Rosecrans 225-9090

READER'S GUIDE TO RESTAURANTS

SEA GRILL RESTAURANTS
HIT COASTLINE: THREATEN TO DEPLETE PACIFIC AS 'FRESH' IDEA CATCHES ON

Entries from $6.95
New Open in The Following Locations:

SEAFOOD SO FRESH, PEOPLE ARE TALKING

Kobe Misono
 Hibachi Steak House

Best pizza and BBQ ribs in town.

All You Can Eat Seafood Buffet Every Friday

$15.95

99¢ BREAKFAST OR DINNER

99¢ from 5 am - 2 am daily

Bosie Canyon Cafe

SEA IT THIS FRIDAY

Best pizza and BBQ ribs in town.

All You Can Eat Seafood Buffet Every Friday

$15.95

99¢ BREAKFAST OR DINNER

99¢ from 5 am - 2 am daily

Bosie Canyon Cafe

SEA IT THIS FRIDAY

Best pizza and BBQ ribs in town.

All You Can Eat Seafood Buffet Every Friday

$15.95

99¢ BREAKFAST OR DINNER

99¢ from 5 am - 2 am daily

Bosie Canyon Cafe
EARTHQUAKE!

EPICENTER:
Basket Case at Third & Washington in Hillcrest

TIME:
Starts May 26th, 9 a.m.,
ends June 16th, 7 p.m.

LIKELY DAMAGE:
Retail stores and swapmeets
will feel reverberations of
Basket Case's earth-shocking
low prices within a 300-mile
radius.

FUCHSIA
Blooming now through November
in a 6" hanging pot
Reg. $6 each
2/$12

GARDENIA
Blooming now in a 4" pot.
Reg. $2.50 each
2/$3.00

LOVESEAT
WITH CUSHION
45" long, natural light brown
Reg. $120
anywhere else
$65

LOVESEAT
WITH CUSHION
46" long, 2 chairs & 1 coffee table
Reg. $150
anywhere else
$275

CACTI
For Southwest Look
Best houseplants
that you can buy.
Euphorbia, Trigona,
Cereus, Peruvian,
& Others.
1½-2' tall.
Reg. $22
1/$12.50
2/$25

DELUXE HOPE CHEST
Brass hinges & hardware.
Stones, swords, silverware,
photo albums, BrE, etc.
Laquered reddish
brown finish,
4½" long, 12" wide,
17" tall.
Reg. $70
$45

180
E. Washington
(3rd & Washington in Hillcrest)
291-6215
Open 9-7
7 days a week

Sale ends June 16th. Open Memorial Day 9-5.